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BORN TO SAVE
& PROTECT
Growing up in the sheet metal industry, I always knew I wanted to 
work in the field. I started an apprenticeship in 1995 and worked 
hard to learn as much as I could.  As an apprentice, I worked in the 
field as an installer, in the shop as a fabricator and later as an  
estimator, superintendent and project manager.  These skills 
would prove indispensable.
 
As a project manager, I witnessed an event that would forever 
change the course of my career and life’s work. On a hot summer 
day, we took a short afternoon break.  A worker was far too close to 
the leading edge and fell off of the side of the building. Although he 
survived his injuries, he faced permanent damage which left him 
unable to work and provide for his family. This really changed my 
team’s approach to safety on the jobsite. We decided that all  
workers need to be tied off, 100% of the time. 

The “safety first” approach created unique challenges.  No two roofs 
are the same–many roofs do not have tie off anchors and lifelines 
can create additional safety hazards. My team and I started  
brainstorming and the mobile anchor point concept was formed.

From a simple sketch, we designed, manufactured and  
rigorously tested and engineered the original mobile fall  
protection cart. Granted in 2006, The Raptor Trirex utilizes  
technology we developed in the first United States Patent issued 
for a mobile fall protection anchor. 12 years later, the TriRex is the 
most recognized product in the roofing safety industry, not only 
for looks, but for its flawless safety record. The TriRex has never 
been recalled, has never failed and has saved countless lives.

My team and I have worked hard to build a brand that sets the bar 
for safety compliance. Leading Edge Safety was born out of  
necessity, but today we are fueled by a passion for safety–because 
no worker should have to choose between safety and  livelihood.

At  Leading Edge Safety, safety compliance comes standard.  
We take the first step, so you don't take your last.

President, Leading Edge Safety



The Original 

RAPTOR 
Mobile Fall Protection Cart



TriRex™

Designed for three  
workers on fall arrest and 
two on fall restraint, The 
TriRex™ protects up to 5 
workers.             

 
 pg. 9

Stinger™

Small and compact, the 
Stinger™ fits where the 
TriRex™ doe sn’t. 
Protects up to  
2 workers.
  pg. 13

R2000™

Lighter than the  
TriRex™, the R2000™ 
protects up to 
4 workers.             

 
pg. 11

MOBILE 
FALL PROTECTION  

Award-Winning. Life Saving.
The ORIGINAL mobile fall protection series 
from Leading Edge Safety.

Meticulously engineered and tested, our  
mobile fall protection carts have been proven  
to save lives. 

Safety Bull 

Our lightest fall  
protection cart, The  
Safety Bull™ protects  
up to 2 workers.     
  pg. 7
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Having an anchorage point on wheels has been arevolution in fall protection. We know that the industry 
has long sought a more compact fall protection solution, and thus we are extremely proud to introduce the 
Safety Bull. Smaller than the original TriRex™ and lighter than the Stinger™ the Safety Bull is our most versitile 
mobile fall protection unit.
 
When the Safety Bull is on the roof, two workers can attach to the anchorage point, put tools on the cart, 
and tie off for mobile fall protection. If a fall from the roof occurs, a powerful engagement arm will be 
mechanically propelled into the building’s structure.

THE LIGHTEST  
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION CART

Small and light for ultimate portability.

Locking Engagement Arm

FALL ARREST  
Tie Off Points

Fork PocketsFlat-Free Tires

Positive locking front brake 
& front axle lock (shown 
without handle attached)

Hoisting Rings

SAFETY BULL™
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION
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Dimensions

Length 63.75” without handle 
99" with handle

Width 30.25”

Height 21” 
45.5" with material rack

Tires Solid Polyurethane 16” x 6.5” x 8”  
flat-free tires

Weight

Weight 600 LBS

Optional Weights 
for one man on 
concrete

315 LBS  [ 11 weights ]

Capacity

Fall Arrest Capacity 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ]

Compliance

• OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor

• ANSI/ASSE Z359.6
• EN 795:2012 A and E
• CE Certification

Key Features

•  Compact size

•  Added safety features include positive  
locking brakes & engagement arm lock

•  2 workers on fall arrest

•  Push down handle gives positive breaking

•  Made in the USA: manufactured to be the 
best quality in the industry

•  Compliant with OSHA 1926.502[D] & 
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

Shown with optional material rack, job box and 
side rails
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The TriRex™ is the most comprehensive mobile fall protection cart on the market. The only fall arrest cart with 
a patented locking engagement arm that ensures your anchor point is locked in its deepest point  
of penetration.
 
The TriRex™ mobile anchor cart allows for mobile and versatile fall protection for three-person fall arrest and  
two-person fall restraint. The streamlined design incorporates a three-point front axle locking mechanism 
and is the only fall arrest cart with a locking engagement arm. This ensures the anchor point is locked into its 
deepest point of penetration during a fall. Keep your workers safe and mobile with the TriRex™.

THE ORIGINAL  
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION CART

Don’t be fooled by an imposter.

Large job box comes  
standardLocking Engagement Arm

FALL ARREST  
Tie Off Points

FALL RESTRAINT  
Tie Off Points

Fork PocketsFlat-Free Tires

Disc brake with  
locking pin & front 

axle lock

Hoisting Rings

Add-Ons available; shown with 
optional loaded I.C.E. station 

ICE-PE-000-12

TRIREX™
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION
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Key Features

•  Added safety features include positive  
locking brakes & engagement arm lock

•  3 workers on fall arrest

•  2 workers on fall restraint

•  Advanced standard options inclue fork 
pockets, flat free tires and 4 corner d-rings 
for hoisting & securing during transport

•  US Patent Number: 8,240,431 B2

•  Made in the USA: manufactured to be the 
best quality in the industry

•  Compliant with OSHA 1926.502[D] & 
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

TR-000-01-18-ASM 
Single Job Box

TR-000-02-18-ASM 
Double Job Box [Small & Standard]

TR-000-03-18-ASM 
Double Job Box [Standard]

Dimensions

Length 78” without handle attached 
110" with handle attached

78” without handle attached 
110" with handle attached

78” without handle attached 
110" with handle attached

Width 48” 48” 48”

Height 53” 53” 53”

Tires Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” flat 
free tires

Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” flat 
free tires

Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” flat 
free tires

Platform Size 78” x 47” 78” x 47” 78” x 47”

Platform Height 24” 24” 24”

Ground Clearance 5 -1/2” 5 -1/2” 5 -1/2”

Weight

Total Weight 1000 LBS 1077 LBS 1130 LBS

Weight Carry Capacity 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ] 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ] 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ]

Fall Arrest Capacity 3 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 3 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 3 workers [ 310 LBS EA ]
Fall Restraint Capacity 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ]

Job Box
Dimensions Standard Job Box - Single Small Job Box & Standard Job Box Standard Job Box - Double

47.5”w x 24”h x 30”d 24"w x 24"h x 30"d &  
47.5"w x 24"h x 30"d 47.5”w x 24”h x 30”d

Capacity 20 cubic feet 10 cubic feet & 20 cubic feet 20 cubic feet each

Materials 16 Guage solid steel construction; 
powder coated

16 Guage solid steel construction; 
powder coated

16 Guage solid steel construction; 
powder coated

Weight 125 LBS 77 LBS & 125 LBS 125 LBS each

Compliance

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor, ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor, ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor, ANSI/ASSE Z359.6
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R-2000-01-18-ASM 
Single Job Box

R-2000-02-18-ASM 
Double Job Box [Small & Standard]

R-2000-03-18 ASM 
Double Job Box [Standard]

Dimensions

Length 78” without handle attached
110" with handle attached

78” without handle attached 
110" with handle attached

78” without handle attached
110" with handle attached

Width 48” 48” 48”

Height 53” 53” 53”

Tires Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” 
flat free tires

Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” flat 
free tires

Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” flat 
free tires

Platform Size 78” x 47” 78” x 47” 78” x 47”

Platform Height 24” 24” 24”

Ground Clearance 5 -1/2” 5 -1/2” 5 -1/2”

Weight

Total Weight 763 LBS 840 LBS 893 LBS

Weight Carry Capacity 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ] 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ] 2000 LBS [ Gross Weight Rating ]

Fall Arrest Capacity 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ]
Fall Restraint Capacity 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ] 2 workers [ 310 LBS EA ]

Job Box
Dimensions Standard Job Box - Single Small Job Box & Standard Job Box Standard Job Box - Double

47.5”w x 24”h x 30”d 24"w x 24"h x 30"d &  
47.5"w x 24"h x 30"d 47.5”w x 24”h x 30”d

Capacity 20 cubic feet 10 cubic feet & 20 cubic feet 20 cubic feet each

Materials 16 Guage solid steel  
construction; powder coated

16 Guage solid steel construction; 
powder coated

16 Guage solid steel construction; 
powder coated

Weight 125 LBS 77 LBS & 125 LBS 125 LBS each

Compliance

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor,  
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor,  
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor,  
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

Key Features

•  Added safety features include positive  
locking brakes & engagement arm lock

•  2 workers on fall arrest

•  2 workers on fall restraint

•  Advanced standard options include fork 
pockets, flat free tires and 4 corner d-rings 
for hoisting & securing during transport

•  US Patent Number: 8,240,431 B2

•  Made in the USA: manufactured to be the 
best quality in the industry

•  Compliant with OSHA 1926.502[D] &  
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6

R2000™
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION
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OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1926.502(d)(20) states that the 
employer shall provide for promt rescue of employees in 
the event of a fall or shall assure that employees are able 
to rescue themselves. Do you have a rescue plan in place? 
Our RaptorRescue™ systems assure you can provide a  
safe and easy rescue in a timely manner.

Raptor Rescue  
Retrieval System & Pole Attachment 

Featuring a 5 to 1 gear reduction 
ratio, this system easily attaches 
to the mobile fall protection cart.   ITEM #RMS-000-16-ASM

Easily attaches to the TriRex™ to aid 
worker rescue. Compatible with the 
TriRex™, R2000™ & Stinger™. 
  
ITEM #RPCC-12

Raptor Alert™  
Warning System

Fall warning system includes a 130 
decible siren and white strobe light. 
Compatible with the TriRex™, R2000  
& Stinger™.

 ITEM #RAS-000-18

SLR TRAY 
Line Positioning 

For upright positioning of SRL’s off the 
roof surface to eliminate membrane 
damage and keep SRL’s safe.  
Compatible with the TriRex™ and  
R2000™.
 ITEMS #SRL-000-13 
ITEMS # SRL-000-13CM  

Narrow SRL Tray

  
Job Box

Available in small & standard sizes to  
customize your R2000™ or TriRex™  

 ITEMS #JB-04-000-11 [ large ] 
ITEMS #JB-05-000-11 [ small ]

  
Vinyl Cover

Available in small & large sizes to  
protect your R2000™ or TriRex™ 
or Stinger™ 
 ITEMS #TR-VC-000-13  
[ Large - TriRex™ and R2000™ ] 

ITEMS #SMC-VC-000-13  
[ Small - Stinger™ ]

ADD-ONS
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION

  
I.C.E. Platform

Everything you need In Case of  
Emergency is quick, easy and visible 
in a centralized location when first aid 
care is needed. The platform is  
available unstocked or fuly loaded. 
Compatible with the TriRex™, R2000™. 
 ITEMS # ICE-P-000-12 

Platform Only
ITEMS # ICE-PE-000-12-ASM   

Fully stocked
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STINGER™
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION

The Stinger™ allows for 1 person fall arrest and 1 person fall restraint. It fits where larger fall protection carts  
do not: the compact design allows for transport in the back of a pickup and can fit through doorways, elevators 
and roof hatches. The counterweights remove easily to reduce weight while moving.  When you need versatile 
mobile fall protection, the Stinger™ will meet your needs. 

Easily Remove Weights For Greater Portability

Removeable 
handle

Locking engagement  
lock arm

Fall Arrest & Restraint 
Tie-Off Points

Removable Weights Flat-Free Tires

SMALL & COMPACT 
MOBILE FALL PROTECTION CART
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STINGER™ SMC-00-18 

Dimensions

Length 51” without handle 
114" with handle

Width 39”

Height 21.25”

Tires Solid Polyurethane 18” x 8.5” x 8” 
flat free tires

Weight

Frame Weight 126 LBS  with engagement box 
  89 LBS  without engagement box

Weights   50 LBS  [ 12 per unit ]

Working Weight 743 LBS 

Capacity
Fall Arrest Capacity 1 worker [ 310 LBS EA ]
Fall Restraint Capacity 1 worker [ 310 LBS EA ]

Compliance

OSHA 1926.502 [D]  
Fall Arrest Anchor, ANSI/ASSE 
Z359.6

  STINGER™

Key Features

•  Added safety features include  
ratcheting engagement arm lock  
and flat free tires

•  1 worker on fall arrest

•  1 worker on fall restraint

•  Fits in the bed of a truck, through 
doorways, in elevators and through roof 
hatches

•  Counterweights remove easily to reduce 
weight during transport

•  US Patent Number: 8,240,431 B2

•  Made in the USA: manufactured to be 
the best quality in the industry

•  Compliant with OSHA 1926.502[D] &  
ANSI/ASSE Z359.6



TEMPORARY 
Fall Protection



Temporary 
Fall Protection  TEMPORARY 

Fall Protection

RaptorRail™ 
Temporary Guardrail

The swiveling base allows  
finish work to the edge  
without removing the  
safety of the system.           
   
pg. 17

All-In-One 
Temporary Guardrail

This versatile system can be  
installed on flat/low edges, 
over gravel stops, clamped on  
parapet walls, and concrete 
slab overhangs.   

pg. 19

RB-02 | RB-04 
Temporary Guardrail 
With two size kits, the  
contractor base system is 
adaptable to your needs. 

 

pg. 22

Ballasted 
Temporary Guardrail 

Weighted bases prevent tipping 
and allow configuration to adapt 
to almost any situation.           

   
pg. 23

SKYNET 
Temporary Skylight Protection 
 Roofs aren’t the only place fall 
protection is needed. Don’t forget 
skylights and unfinished openings!

   

pg. 27

Our temporary guardrail systems can be installed 
quickly and easily and are adaptable to virtually any 
situation. Tricky architecture is no match for our  
versitle product offering.

Reusable. Economical. Live Saving.

Temporary guardrail to meet your ever changing  
construction needs.
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RAPTORRAIL™
TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The RaptorRailTM is designed and built to keep your workers safe while enhancing their productivity. RaptorRail™ can be 
installed quickly and easily, yet is adaptable to virtually any situation. The crate and optional cart systems allow the  
components to be hoisted to the desired location in a single lift and be accessible at any location. The swiveling base  
allows finish work to the edge without removing the safety of the system. The base post and the parapet clamps have  
rubber pads to protect the building facade.

Adaptable to virtually any situation.

POST & BASE ASSEMBLY 
Post & Base Unit–The post has drop  
lock pin connectors for attaching railing 
sections. The base swivels up and out  
of the way for edge detail finishing.  
 
ITEM: #RB-P-000

Drop lock 
pin connectors

Swivel base

PARAPET CLAMP– Allows the RaptorRail™  
system to attach to a parapet wall with no  
attaching screws or fasteners. 
 
ITEM:  RB01-RC-CF-000

Parapet 
clamp
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350’ Roofing Base Kit Crate Cart Parapet Clamp System

#RR-CS-350 #RCR-001 #RCCS-36

Dimensions
Length 125” 116” 55”
Width 50” 52” 36”
Height 42” 33.5” 33.5”
Included Items

36 posts Flat Free Tires 36 parapet clamps
56 10’ rails Hoisting hooks 36 quick attach/release pins
4 universal corners 1 clamp crate

2 XL adjustable rails – 120”-218”

4 large adjustable rails – 70”-120”

4 medium adjustable rails – 43”-70”
2 small adjustable rails – 29”-43”
2 mid support posts
1 rail system crate

Weight 2200 LBS 200 LBS 855 LBS

Key Features

• ' Upright' or 'Stanchion' base designed for  
low edge or parapet applications

•  Adjustable rail height, corners and  
adjustable rails to fit the most  
demanding situations

• ' Upright' or 'Stanchion' base swivels out of 
the way for finishing to the edge without 
removing the system

•  Quick attach/release rails for easy setup 
and removal

•  Optional parapet clamps adjust to fit para-
pets up to 24”

•  Designed to fit over gravel stops

•  RB-01 Base adjusts for roof slopes 2:12, 
4:12, 6:12 and 9:12

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

STANDARD 8’ & 10’ FIXED  
LENGTH RAILS 

These 8’ and 10’ rails are the  
standard rails used in the  
RaptorRail™ system. 
 
ITEM:    RB-RAIL-08 
ITEM:   RB-RAIL-10  

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH RAILS 

These adjustable length rails give  
the RaptorRail™ system the flexiblity  
to handle unique roofing situations. 
 
ITEM:     RB-ARAIL-43  

small 29”–43”
ITEM:    RB-ARAIL-70  

medium 43”–70”
ITEM:    RB-ARAIL-120 

large 70”–120”
ITEM:    RB-ARAIL-218 

x-large 120”–218”
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ALL-IN-ONE
TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

ADAPTABLE & FAST 
TEMORARY FALL PROTECTION

The All-In-One™ railing kit is the last system you will ever need to buy. You can install it on flat/low edges, over 
gravel stops, on parapet walls, and even on concrete slab overhangs. The post can accept either RaptorRail™ 
metal rails or can be ordered with lumber rail options. The railing brackets can be adjusted vertically and  
rotated around the post, so setting up corners and unusual geometries is simple. The All-In-One can be used  
to keep you safe on various applications, including low edge with a gravel stop, parapet walls up to 24” and  
slab overhangs. When you’re all done, the base and parapet clamp store in one convenient piece.

Versatility to get the job done.
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Key Features

•   3 bases in 1 great system: Low Edge, 
Parapet & Slab Overhang Clamp

• Rail height is fully adjustable

•  Compatible with both steel RaptorRail™  
and wood railing with optional bracket

•  Quick attach/release rails for easy setup 
and removal

•  Each upright weighs only 25 LBS

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

PARAPET  
INSTALLATION

LOW EDGE  
INSTALLATION

SLAB–OVERHANG 
INSTALLATION
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SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     20 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     20 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT
Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-20-10 #RR-ALL-IN-ONE-20-08

32  10’ 32  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     40 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     40 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT

Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-40-10 RR-ALL-IN-1-40-08

72  10’ 72  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     50 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     50 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT
Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-50-10 RR-ALL-IN-1-50-08

92  10’ 92  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
ALL-IN-ONE CONFIGURATIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
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SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     20 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     20 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT
Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-20-10 #RR-ALL-IN-ONE-20-08

32  10’ 32  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     40 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     40 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT

Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-40-10 RR-ALL-IN-1-40-08

72  10’ 72  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

SPEC DATA ALL-IN-ONE     50 BASE, 10 FOOT RAIL KIT ALL-IN-ONE     50 BASE, 8 FOOT RAIL KIT
Included Items RR-ALL-IN-1-50-10 RR-ALL-IN-1-50-08

92  10’ 92  8’

4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 4 medium adjustable [ 43”-70” ] 

8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 8 adjustable corner [ 28”- 42” ] 

4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 4 long adjustable [ 70’ - 120” ] 

4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 4 small adjustable [ 29” - 43” ] 

1 railing crate 1 railing crate

RB-02|RB-04
TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

GO BEYOND THE ROOF
with the contractor base system.
Roofs aren’t the only place fall protection is needed. Whether 
it’s at the loading dock or during highway bridge work, our 
systems keep you safe and compliant.  With three size kits, 
this adjustable system is adaptable to fit your project.

The Contractor Base Systems are quick to install and easy to 
adjust. Designed to be flexible and adaptable, the rail system  
includes adjustable length rails and corners. Settings on  
each base adjust the rail height.

Spec Data RB-02 RB-04
#RB-02 #RB-02

Dimensions

Length 124” 124”

Width 21” 21”

Height 25” 25”

Included Items

12 contractor #2 bases 12 contractor #2 bases

12 quick attach/release pins 12 quick attach/release pins
12 post 12 post

18 ten foot rails 18 ten foot rails

2 universal corners 2 universal corners
2 x-large adjustable rails [ 120” x 218” ] 2 x-large adjustable rails [ 120” x 218” ]
1 rail system crate 1 rail system crate

Key Features
Rails and post are interchangeable with  
RaptorRail™ posts and rails Includes toe board attachment

Ideal for bridge and road construction Stronger than wood guardrails

Weight 585 LBS 585 LBS

Key Features

• Fast & easy setup

•  Reusable

•  Enables work right to the  
leading edge

•   Compliance comes standard  
OSHA 1926.502 [b]

RB-02 RB-04
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BALLASTED 
GUARDRAIL

TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The ballasted guardrail is a fast, easy and economical way to erect temporary and permanent guardrail systems  
to keep workers safe while increasing their productivity. Weighted bases prevent tipping and allow  
configuration to adapt to almost any situation. Ballasted guardrail can be used at perimeters, open curbs,  
skylights, stair openings and anywhere else a leading edge requires fall protecton.

VERSATILE
FALL PROTECTION

Applicable for temporary or permanent applications.

DROP LOCK PINS FOR 
TEMPORARY INSTALLATION

HEX KEY BOLTS FOR 
PERMANENT INSTALLATION
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Key Features

•  Heavy weighted bases prevent tipping

• Lifts and d-rings

•  Stackable

•  Quick attach/release rails for easy setup 
and removal

•    Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

Item #WBC-000-18 Weighted Base Crate (included items ) Description

#WBC-000-CRATE Storage Crate
#WBP-DL 12 Bases with posts
#RB-RAIL-10 22 10' Rails
#RB-UC-000 4 adjustable corners

Ballasted Guardrail:

#WBPR-ADJ-120-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-070-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-043-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-010-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-008-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-005-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBPR-ADJ-004-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WBP-DL-ASM Droplock Rail  Attachment Points

#WB-AC Corner Adjustable Hinge Corner

#RP-UC-000 Universal Corner

#RB-07-TB-048-16 4' Toe Board

#RB-07-TB-072-16 6' Toe Board

#RB-07-TB-096-16 8' Toe Board

The Ballasted Guardrail Storage System features a crate that is ideal 
for transporting and storage of our Ballasted Guardrail. Convenient 
fork lift pockets and d-rings for hoisting make this crate ideal for 
job sites or for storage in the warehouse during the winter months. 
With multiple compartments, every item needed for the Ballasted 
Guardrail system has a convenient place for accessibility. Not only 
is everything handy during setup, returning inventory becomes a lot 
easier–saving time & money. Weighted bases stack three at a time 
while guardrail sections have dedicated storage pockets. Don’t  
forget about those snap-lock pins! Each snap-lock pen has it’s own 
slot location.

The ballasted crate storage system is available for individual  
purchase to compliment your existing system or as a new setup.

BALLASTED CRATE
Storage System
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SAFETY 
GATOR

TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The SafetyGator™ offers you protection from the number one cause of death and serious injury at residential  
sites–falls from heights from six feet or more. The SafetyGator™ is the simplest solution for compliance and  
maximum safety.

STEEP SLOPE
TEMORARY FALL PROTECTION

Protection during roof work.

Key Features

• No need for counterweights–fills with water

• No assembly required

•  Tie-offs for up to 6 workers at 310 LBS ea

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

Dimensions

Size 64”L  x 30”W x 39”H (without handle)

Weight 410 LBS (dry)

1490 LBS (operational)

Materials
Tires solid polyurethane 18" x 8.5" x 8"
Tank Capacity 145 gallons
Brake System self-locking pins
Lid Opening 13 3/4" x 13 3/4'
Tie Offs 6 man fall restraint at 310 LBS/person
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Key Features

• No need for counterweights–fills with water

• No assembly required

•  Tie-offs for up to 6 workers at 310 LBS ea

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

STEEP SLOPE 
GUARDRAIL

TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The SS-Rail™ is designed to be user friendly, 
yet completely adjustable to the daily  
challenges of steep slope roofing. Installation 
is quick and easy with lightweight posts and 
slotted keyway for fastening.  

Designed to accept the steel railing or  
standard lumber, the SS-Rail™ system offers 
economical options so you can provide the 
safest jobsite possible.

Key Features

•  Fully adjustable pitch from 0/12 to 12/12

•  Fully adjustable rail height

•  Accepts steel railing 8' to 10' spacing and 
adjustable rails up to 120"

•  Lightweight at 16LBS

•  Key slotted bases for easy removal

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

PROTECTION FOR
SLOPED ROOF WORK.

Item

#RB-SS-000-12 SS-Rail™ & Post assembly 
fully adjustable rail height

#RB-RAIL-10 RaptorRail™ 10' horizontal rail 
sold in pairs

#RB-RAIL-08 RaptorRail™ 8 horizontal rail 
sold in pairs

#RB-RAIL-120 RaptorRail™ Adjustable 70"-120" 
sold in pairs
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SKYNET™
TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The SKYNET™ is an easy-to-use, reusable, 
cost-effective solution for skylight fall  
protection. It’s user friendliness is attributed 
to it’s simple yet highly effective design. Simply 
lay a SKYNET™ over a curbed skylight or  
secured over an opening in the roof surface 
and you’re protected from falling through to 
the level below.

In just a few minutes, skylights are easily 
protected. The result? Unparalleled peace of 
mind. In the event that you fall into a skylight 
or opening in the roof surface, this safety 
product will catch you, preventing any serious 
injuries.

The SKYNET™ is also availiable in a foldable 
model, perfect for transporting to and from 
multiple jobsites.

Key Features

•  Compliance, simplified–ease of use increases  
worker compliance

•  Cost effectve–the SkyNet can be used over  
and over & quickly pays for itself

•  Foldable option for portability and ease of use

•  Custom sizes available

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[i]

PEACE OF MIND.
SKYNET PROTECTION

Item

SN-MB-000 Secure Attach Bracket

SN-6-6-C 6' x 6'     Collapsible SkyNet

SN-6-6 6' x 6'     SkyNet

SN-6-12 6' x 12'   Collapsible SkyNet

SN-6-12 6' x 12'   SkyNet



Roofing Equipment

IRONMAN™ 
Hydraulic Tearoff Machine

The IRONMAN™ Hydraulic 
Tearoff Machine, featuring 
100% hydraulic operation–no 
belts chains or linkages.           

pg. 29

AB-O2 
Two Part Self Adhesive Applicator

The self-cleaning AB-O2  
eliminates the need for  
continuous product flow when 
not in use–which prevents  
clogging during downtime. 

pg. 31

I.C.E. CART 
First Aid Station 
 
Everything you need in one 
centralized location.

   

pg. 33

Flat Material Cart

A convenient mobile option 
for jobsite materials.  
Featuring wide fork pockets 
and lifting hooks for your 
heavy duty jobsite needs.
pg. 34

GrabSafe™ Portable 
Ladder Extension

Making the transition from 
ladder to roof safer while  
staying in compliance.  

pg. 35

Reusable. Economical. Simple.
Engineered to the highest standards and  
rigorously field tested.

Our exclusive line of roofing equipment is 
designed to provide easy to use equipment to 
help you get the job done right. Designed and 
tested by experts in the field, our products are  
easy to use and cost effective.
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IRONMAN
ROOFING EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC TEAROFF MACHINE

Packed with features: The IRONMAN™ hydraulic tearoff machine contains a heavy-duty independent  
hydrostatic drive with 100% hydraulic operation. Featuring a custom hydraulic drive system, no belts, chains, 
and universal parts, the IRONMAN™ keeps it simple so you can focus on getting the roof torn-off.
 
Powered by Honda: THE NEXT GENERATION OF GX ENGINE 
The GX390, is one of the best engines in the business. With more power, quieter performance, lower fuel  
consumption, lower emissions,  and better features, exceptional performance comes standard. 

Pure power, unleashed.

EQUIPMENT
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION ROOFING EQUIPMENTPERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Hydra-TrakTM: This unique and innovative hydraulic 
drive system transfers power from one side to the other 
with grip for positive two wheel drive. The  
Hydra-TrakTM will automatically disengage when  
the need for increased traction diminishes. In  
combination with non-directional flat-free rubber 
tires, this ensures ease of use for the operator.

FM SERIES HYDRA-TRAK™
Traction System

Hoisting Ring

Directional 
control lever

Blade Actuator  
Control Knob

Key Features Dimensions

•  The only tearoff to feature 100% 
hydraulic operation

Size 39.5”H (to handle grips) x 84”L x 29.75”W (18”W at blade)

•  FM Series Hydra-Trak™ Automatic Traction 
Control and non-directional flat free  
rubber tires

Engine

Transmission

Honda GX390, 13HP

State of the art hydraulic system

• Universal parts Starter Electric start

Traction Hydra-Trak automatic two wheel drive traction system

Tires Custom designed 16” x 5” non-directional
solid rubber flat free tires

Weight

655 LBS

Freewheel Control 
Lever

Electric start
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AB-O2

ROOFING EQUIPMENT

SELF CLEANING  
TWO-PART ADHESIVE APPLICATOR

The AB-O2, an innovative self-cleaning adhesive applicator eliminates clogging on the jobsite. When the 
hand valve is in the off position, compressed air quickly purges remaining product from the tip and  
manifold–eliminating the need to constantly change tips every time the system is paused. With decreased 
consumables, reduced downtime and increased productivity, the AB02 is the right choice for your crew.

Self-Cleaning to Eliminate Clogs
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION ROOFING EQUIPMENTPERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

SELF CLEANING  
TWO-PART ADHESIVE APPLICATOR

Quick connect to air line 
for self-cleaning function

Attachments for  
resin lines

Off position lays flat for ease  
of temporary storage

Self-cleaning feature reduces  
amount of tips used on a job site*.

*Tips sold separately.

Key Features Dimensions

•  Quick connect to air line allows for 
self-cleaning all the way through the tip

• Air purse allows conservation of resin

• Reduces downtime & consumables A JIC 6F to 1/4 NPTM SWIVEL

B JIC 5F to 1/4 NPTM SWIVEL

Handle 32.625”L x 5.25”D x 1”H

Materials

Body 6061 Aluminum Anodized Type II Class I
Handle 16 GA Steel x 1” round
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The I.C.E. Station comes fully equipped with everything you need to meet your safety and first aid  
requirements. Everything you need is quick, easy and visible in a centralized location when first aid  
care is needed.  Our stocked units come with standard safety and first aid items, but can be customized  
to fit your specific needs.

Everything you need in a centralized location.

Item

     ICE-CE-000-12 [ Fully Stocked ] ICE-CE-000-12 [ Cart Only ] 

Key Features Dimensions

• Can be customized to fit your needs Length 42”

•  Quick, easy and visible at a  
centralized location

Width 27”

•  Can be purchased as a stand alone unit  
(pictured above) or can be configured as an 
add-on item to fit your exsisting mobile fall 
cart.

Height 24”

Tires solid polyurethane 4.8” x 4” x 8”;
flat-free tires

Weight

167 LBS

I.C.E. CART
ROOFING EQUIPMENT

FIRST AID STATION

Item

     MC-000-48-15

Key Features Dimensions

• D-Rings for hoisting Length 72”

•  Multiple units can form a train Width 48”

• Flat-free tires Height 24”

• Wide 48” frame Tires solid polyurethane 4.8” x 4” x 8”; flat-free tires, 
easy rolling bearings

• Fork pockets Weight Capacity 2,000 LBS

• Largest "bed" on the market

Weight

167 LBS

I  n 
Case of
Emergency 

Everything you need, centralized 
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION ROOFING EQUIPMENTPERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

ROOFING EQUIPMENT

FLAT MATERIAL CART

Item

     ICE-CE-000-12 [ Fully Stocked ] ICE-CE-000-12 [ Cart Only ] 

Key Features Dimensions

• Can be customized to fit your needs Length 42”

•  Quick, easy and visible at a  
centralized location

Width 27”

•  Can be purchased as a stand alone unit  
(pictured above) or can be configured as an 
add-on item to fit your exsisting mobile fall 
cart.

Height 24”

Tires solid polyurethane 4.8” x 4” x 8”;
flat-free tires

Weight

167 LBS

Item

     MC-000-48-15

Key Features Dimensions

• D-Rings for hoisting Length 72”

•  Multiple units can form a train Width 48”

• Flat-free tires Height 24”

• Wide 48” frame Tires solid polyurethane 4.8” x 4” x 8”; flat-free tires, 
easy rolling bearings

• Fork pockets Weight Capacity 2,000 LBS

• Largest "bed" on the market

Weight

167 LBS

The LES Flat Material Cart is a durable, heavy-duty, convenient mobile option for your jobsite materials.  With 
a rear hitch and front pin hitch a train can be formed. Large D-Rings and fork pockets make hoisting, tying 
down and moving a breeze. The flat material cart features the largest standard platform in the industry.

HEAVY-DUTY for a seamless workflow.
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GrabSafe Portable™
ROOFING EQUIPMENT

LADDER EXTENSION

The transfer from the ladder to the roof is the one of the most dangerous tasks when climbing onto a roof. There 
was no good way to step off a ladder and onto a roof and back, until now. The GrabSafe™ eliminates the common 
safety issues such as stepping around the ladder during roof transfers. Our easy-to-install GrabSafe Portable™ ladder 
attachment is an easy way to make any ladder-to-rooftop transition safer. Extended handles help you get leverage as 
you transition from the ladder to a flat surface while maintaining a constant three points of control with walk through 
access.

Taking you to greater heights.
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION ROOFING EQUIPMENTPERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

Key Features Dimensions

•  Rubber pads to prevent sliding Length LRE-000-B           4.5”L x 12”W x 51.25”H

• Provides required 3’ above roof edge LRE-000W-13     2.5”L x 4.125”W x 51.5”H

•  Wide opening for easy access Installation Attaches to fit on ladder rails 1.5” x 3.75”

• Compatible with most extension ladders

Weight

12 LBS

3  
POINTS  

OF CONTROL

WIDE  
WALKTHROUGH WIDTH



PERMANENT  
Fall Protection

“Zero Penetration” attachment under standard perimeter 
edge details allows full access to the entire roof surface, 
wall flashings and sheet metal. The USM Guardrail system 
can be installed prior to roof construction and even left in 
place during complete roof replacement. 

pg. 39

USM Guardrail
 Full perimeter fall protection without 
penetrating the roof membrane. 

Wallmount Guardrail

The dual plate mounting system allows roof flashing to be 
installed over the base plate and creates a compression 
seal around mounting studs when the upright plate is 
attached.

pg. 41

 Full perimeter fall protection for 
with a dual plate mounting system.

Standing Seam Guardrail

Attaches to the structural metal panels with  
pre-engineered S-5™ clamps ensuring solid and  
maintenance free installation without penetrating  
the roof panels.

pg. 43

 Full perimeter fall protection for 
standard roofing and sheet metal details. 

Roof Hatch Guardrail

Strategically designed by experts with comprehensive 
experience in the fall protection industry to ensure  
compliance, safety and ease of use.

pg. 47

 Roof Hatch protection featuring a built in landing 
area, self closing gate and GrabSafe™ handholds.



Ladder-to-Roof

A controlled access zone, 
for safer step-on and step-
off for both temporary and 
fixed ladder points. 

pg. 51

 Access Point

Skylight  
& Smokevent

Mounts to the skylight 
frame and over these 
roof openings, making 
it virtually impossible to 
experience a skylight 
related fall.

pg. 52

 Guardrail System

Domed Skylight

A controlled access zone, for 
safer step-on and step-off 
for both temporary and fixed 
ladder points. 

pg. 53

 Fall Protection Screens

Integrated  
Lightning Protection

Galvanized screens install 
quickly, easily and without 
penetration to ensure 
long-term performance, 
safety and compliance.

pg. 54

 Guardrail System

Weighted bases prevent 
tipping and allow  
configuration to adapt to 
almost any situation. 

 

pg. 45

Ballasted Guardrail
 System

Deck Mount Guardrail

Our unique design allows pre-fabricated pipe boots  
to be used to flash stanchion penetrations unlike  
traditional deck mount guardrails.

pg. 49

 Arrives on site pre-finished vs painting in the field.

The guardrail can be 
laid down when not in 
use for situations when 
a guardrail needs to be 
hidden from view. 
 

pg. 55

Collapsible Guardrail
 System
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USM GUARDRAIL
PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The USM Guardrail system provides permanent full-perimeter fall protection with a unique design that allows 
100% water-tight installation under standard roofing and sheet metal details including coping caps, drip  
edges, gravel stops and even inside most commercial gutters without penetrating the roof membrane.  Our “Zero 
Penetration” attachment under standard perimeter edge details allows full access to the entire roof surface, wall 
flashings and sheet metal. The USM Guardrail system can be installed prior to roof construction and even left 
in place during complete roof replacement.  Powder coated steel colors available to match Kynar® sheet metal 
or other building component, RAL colors and hot-dipped galvanized. USM Guardrail meets and exceeds OSHA 
Standards and International Building Codes (ICC).

The unique mounting and upright design allows our guardrail system to remain in place whether it’s a complete 
re-roof project, edge metal replacement, equipment maintenance, facility lighting or security camera work, our 
guardrail remains in place providing full-perimeter fall protection. Installation of the permanent guardrails can 
typically be installed using the existing coping cap metal, eliminating the added cost of new metal. USM  
Guardrail, uprights are designed to keep workers away from the leading edge while still allowing full access to  
the roof surface and building perimeter. 

Maintenance made easy: Eliminates the need for tie-off points..
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

Dimensions

Uprights
1.66” x 1.40” schedule 40 pipe [ASTM A53] welded to 2”x 3”x 3.5” steel block [ASTM A36]  
and 3/16” steel plate [ASTM A36] bracket with pre-punched holes and slots for permanent  
structural attachment

Horizontal Rails 1.625”x 0.065” and 1.375”x 0.65”

Corners 20.5” o.c. outside corner; 12.5” o.c. inside corner

Weight Uprights 
Horizontal Rails 
Corners

12 LBS 
1 LB per lineal foot 
2 LBS

Installation
Coping caps, gravel stops, drip edges 
and most commercial gutters.

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.501, 29 1910.502, 29 1910.29 CAL-OSHA §1620,  
CAL-OSHA §1621, CAL-OSHA §3209, CAL-OSHA §3210,  ANSI/ASSE A1264.1-2007, USACE EM 385-1-1  
(21.E.01 a-c)
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WALL MOUNT GUARDRAIL
PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Wall Mount Guardrail system provides permanent full-perimeter fall protection with a unique design that  
allows water-tight installation using a dual plate mounting system. The dual plate mounting system allows roof  
flashing to be installed over the base plate and creates a compression seal around mounting studs when the  
upright plate is attached.  The Wall Mount Guardrail system is available in powder coat colors to match Kynar®  
sheet metal or other building components, RAL colors and hot-dipped galvanized.  The Wall Mount Guardrail  
system meets and exceeds OSHA Standards and International Building Codes (ICC).   

Leading Edge Safety provides a never seen before mounting system for wall-mounted attachment with a  
patent-pending backup plate system to ensure water-tight installation. This product’s dual-plate mounting  
system provides full-perimeter fall protection with water-tight installation to the inside of parapet walls,  
preventing potential water infiltration that could damage the structure and interior of the building. The design  
of the the Wall Mount guardrail system also allows for installation on the outside of walls using a single plate  
mounting system.

With a commitment to providing the safest fall protection guardrails, you can enjoy peace of mind on  
the next low-slope roofing project that requires attachment to the inside of parapet walls.

Protect your investment: water-tight installation inside of parapet walls 
protects your building.
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

Dimensions

Uprights Custom designed to OSHA standards

Horizontal Rails 8'0" o.c.; 120" to 70", 70" to 43", 43" to 29" adjustable

Corners 20.5” o.c. outside corner; 12.5” o.c. inside corner

Weight Uprights 
Horizontal Rails 
Corners

18 LBS 
1 LB per lineal foot 
2 LBS

Materials
Uprights 1.25" schedule 40 steel pipe (ASTM A53) - 1.66' O.D. x 0.140" wall

Horizontal Rails 1.625" x 0.065" and 1.375" x 0.065" (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube adjustable rails

Mounting Bracket 3/16" steel plate (ASTM A36) bracket with pre-punched holes for mounting stud attachment

Hardware 3/8" - 16" x 1" zinc plated fasteners

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.501, 29 1910.502, 29 1910.29, CAL-OSHA §1620,  
CAL-OSHA §1621, CAL-OSHA §3209, CAL-OSHA §3210,  ANSI/ASSE A1264.1-2007, USACE EM 385-1-1  
(21.E.01 a-c), and ICC Building Codes
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STANDING SEAM GUARDRAIL
PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Standing Seam Guardrail system provides permanent full-perimeter fall protection with a unique design 
that allows 100% water-tight installation with standard roofing and sheet metal details.  The Standing Seam 
Guardrail System attaches to the structural metal panels with pre-engineered S-5™ clamps ensuring solid  
and maintenance free installation without penetrating the roof panels. Hot-dipped galvanized or powder  
coated steel colors available to match Kynar® sheet metal or other building components and RAL colors.   

When you need high-quality guardrails that can safely attach to metal roofs, look no further than the standing  
seam solution from Leading Edge Safety. The standing seam guardrail utilizes the S-5 clamping system,  
ensuring zero damage to the roof panels and maintenance free attachment.  This guardrail system provides 
long-lasting fall protection for maintenance and roofing applications. Standing Seam Guardrail meets and 
exceeds OSHA Standards and International Building Codes (ICC). 

Zero Penetration:  S-5™ clamping system ensures no damage on your  
roof installation
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

STANDING SEAM GUARDRAIL

Dimensions

Uprights
Custom designed per project to OSHA standards to meet roof pitch and panel width  
and IBC code requirements

Horizontal Rails 8'0" o.c. 120" to  70", 70" x 43", 43" x 29" adjustable

Corners 90° - 120° adjustable hinged corner

Weight Uprights 
Horizontal Rails 
Corners

25LBS 
1 LB per lineal foot 
2 LBS

Materials
Upright 1.125" schedule 40 pipe (ASTM A53) mounted to 1/4" x 12" x 26" base plates 

(ASTM A36)) with pre-punched holes and slots for permanent structural attachment

Horizontal Rails 1.625” x 0.65” and 1.375” x 0.65” ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube adjustable slide rails.

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.501, 1910.502, 1910.29, CAL-OSHA §1620,  
§1621, §3209, §3210,  ANSI/ASSE A1264.1, USACE EM 385-1-1  
(21.E.01 a-c), and ICC Building Codes
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WARNING  
LINES

PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Permanent Warning Line system is a fast, easy, and economical way to erect warning lines. Designed to 
designated areas and to alert workers of dangerous conditions, this system can help prevent accidents. Heavy 
weighted bases prevent tipping in high winds, while nylon-coated steel cables and warning flags every 6’ or less 
ensure barrier visibility. Aluminum warning flags eliminate the need for frequent inspection to replace torn or 
worn out flagging.

A permanent flagging system
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The ballasted guardrail is a fast, easy and economical way to erect a permanent guardrail system to keep  
workers safe while increasing their productivity. Weighted bases prevent tipping and allow  
configurations to adapt to almost any situation. Ballasted guardrail can be used at perimeters,  
open curbs, skylights, stair openings and anywhere else a leading edge requires fall protecton.

Applicable for permanent applications.

Key Features

•  Heavy weighted bases prevent tipping

•  Non penetrating

•  Quick attach/release rails for easy setup 
and removal

•    Compliance comes standard:  
OHSA Standard 29 CFR 1926.501, 
1926.502, 1910.29, Cal-OSHA §1620, 
§1621, §3209, §3210, ANSI/ASSE  
A1264.1-2007, and  
USACE EM 385-1-1 (21.E.01 a-c) 

Item # Description

#WBPR-ADJ-120-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Rail Attachment Points withTwo Large Adjustable Rails (Adjusts 70' - 120')

#WBPR-ADJ-070-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Attachment Points with Two Medium Adjustable Rails (Adjusts 43' - 70')

#WBPR-ADJ-043-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Rail Attachment Points with Two Small Adjustable Rails (Adjusts 29' - 43')

#WBPR-ADJ-010-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Attachment Points with Two 10' Rails

#WBPR-ADJ-008-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Rail Attachment Points with Two 8' Rails

#WBPR-ADJ-005-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Attachment Points with Two 5' Rails

#WBPR-ADJ-004-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Rail Attachment Points with Two 4' Rails

#WBP-RN-ASM Rivet Nut Attachment Points

#WB-AC Corner Adjustable Hinge Corner

HEX KEY BOLTS FOR 
PERMANENT INSTALLATION

BALLASTED 
GUARDRAIL

PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION
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ROOF HATCH GUARDRAIL
PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Roof Hatch Guardrail system was strategically designed by experts with years of experience in the fall  
protection industry to ensure compliance, safety and ease of use.  Self-closing gate and built-in landing area  
provide maximum safety and security to users.  The integrated GrabSafe™ hand holds provide permanent  
ladder extensions to assist in comfortable and safe egress and ingress of the ladder while maintaining  
3–point contact.  

With more built-in safety features then the competition and engineered to exceed 250lb concentrated loads,  
the Roof Hatch Guardrail is your ultimate choice for safety.

Universal Safety:  Fits most brands of roof hatches with flashing flange.
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

Dimensions

Industry standard sizes 30" x 36", 30' x 54", 30" x 96", 36" x 36" and other sizes available upon request.

Weight varies by size

Railing 1.625” x .065” and 1.375” x 0.625” [ASTM C1008/1010] steel tube adjustable side rails,
steel tube (ASTM C1008/1010) welded to 10 gauge steel (ASTM A1011 CS Type B) bracket  
with 3/8” pre-punched slots for thru-bolt attachment.

GrabSafe™ 1" x 10.5" steel tube (ASTM A513) welded to 10 gauge steel  
(ASTM A1011 CS Type B) bracket.

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.501, 1910.502, CAL-OSHA §1620, §1621,  
§3209, and §3212,  ANSI/ASSE A1264.1, ANSI/ASSE A1264.1, USACE EM 385-1-1, (21.E.01 a-c).

WALKTHROUGH WIDTH 
& SOLID LANDING AREA

3 
POINTS OF CONTROL
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DECK MOUNT GUARDRAIL
PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Deck Mount Guardrail system provides permanent full-perimeter fall protection. Our unique design  
allows pre-fabricated pipe boots to be used to flash stanchion penetrations unlike traditional deck mount 
guardrails. Pipe flashings can be placed over the Deck Mount uprights prior to installation of the horizontal 
railing, a preferred method over field wrapping penetrations. Unlike traditional systems, horizontal rails  
can be removed during future re-roofs to allow new pipe flashings to be installed. Powder coated steel colors  
available to match Kynar® sheet metal or other building components and RAL colors. Deck Mount Guardrail 
meets and exceeds OSHA Standards and International Building Codes (ICC).  

The modular design is easier to handle then traditional bulky pre-fabricated systems and arrives on-site  
prefinished versus in-the-field painting. Leaky pitch pans are no longer needed when a deck mounted  
guardrail system is required for your project.

Convenient:  Arrives on-site prefinished versus in-the-field painting.
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

DECK MOUNT GUARDRAIL

Dimensions

Uprights Custom designed per project to OSHA standards and IBC code requirements

Horizontal Rails 8'0" o.c. 120" to  70", 70" x 43", 43" x 29" adjustable

Corners 20.5” o.c. Outside Corner;  12.5” o.c. Inside Corner

Weight Uprights 
Horizontal Rails 
Corners

25LBS 
1 LB per lineal foot 
2 LBS

Materials
Upright 1.625” x .25” steel tube (ASTM A-513-5-08A DOM Grade 1026) welded to 6” diameter x 3/8”  

steel plate (ASTM A-572) with pre-punched holes for permanent structural attachment.

Horizontal Rails 1.625” x .065” and 1.375” x .065” (ASTM A-513 DOM Grade 1020) steel tube adjustable slide rails.

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.501, 1910.502, 1910.29, CAL-OSHA §1620,  
§1621, §3209, §3210,  ANSI/ASSE A1264.1, USACE EM 385-1-1  
(21.E.01 a-c), and ICC Building Codes
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LADDER-TO-ROOF 
ACCESS POINT

PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Ladder-to-Roof access point provides  
permanent fall protection, a controlled access 
zone, and safer step-on and step-off for both 
temporary and fixed ladder points. Our “Zero 
Penetration” attachment will not damage the 
roof or flashings, prevents moisture from 
entering the building, and will not void the roof 
warranty.

Key Features

•  Permanent & Compliant: 
controlled roof access zone

• Quick & Easy Install

•  Adjustable: Can be adjusted for various  
ladder widths

Dimensions

Adjustable 5'-6"W x 4'-8" to 6'-11" adjustable

Weight 230 LBS

Materials

Uprights 1.625” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube

Horizontal Rails
0.625” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) and  
1.375” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube  
adjustableslide rails.

Weighted Bases 23” x 23” Cast 35 Gray Iron

Self-Closing Gate
1.625” x .065” steel tube (ASTM C1008/1010),  
16 gauge steel plate (ASTM A1008 CS Type B)

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.29, 
CAL-OSHA §3212, CAL-OSHA §3209, ANSI/ASSE 
A1264.1-2007, ANSI/ASSE A14.3-2008 
section 5.3.4.3 and US Army Corps of Engineer  
Requirement EM 385-1-1.

SAFE TRANSITION.
CONTROLLED ACCESS
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

SKYLIGHT 
GUARDRAIL

PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

The Skylight Guardrail system, specifically  
crafted per application, is securely attached to 
the skylight structure–providing both  
compliance and peace of mind for workers.  
The skylight guardrail system mounts to the 
skylight frame and over these roof openings, 
making it virtually impossible to experience a 
skylight-related fall.

Key Features

•  Customizable to fit virtually any size skylight

•  Installs under acrylic dome skylight flashings  
for "Zero Penetration" attachment

•  4-sided permanent protection

•  Prevents sitting or standing on skylights

• Adaptable for smoke vent application  

Dimensions

Custom designed to fit virtually any size acrylic  
dome skylight, structural skylight or smoke vent

Sizes

Uprights 1.625” x .065” steel tube (ASTM C1008/1010) welded  
to 2” x 3” x 3.5” steel (ASTM A36) block and ¼” steel  
(ASTM A36) bracket with 3/8” pre-punched slots  
for attachment.

Horizontal Rails 1.625” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) and 1 
1.375” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube  
adjustable slide rails.

Compliance

Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.29,  
CAL-OSHA §3212, §3209, ANSI/ASSE  
A1264.1-2007, ANSI/ASSE A14.3-2008 
section 5.3.4.3 and US Army Corps of  
Engineer Requirement EM 385-1-1.

PEACE OF MIND.
SKYLIGHT PROTECTION

Dimensions

Adjustable 5'-6"W x 4'-8" to 6'-11" adjustable

Weight 230 LBS

Materials

Uprights 1.625” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube

Horizontal Rails
0.625” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) and  
1.375” x .065” (ASTM C1008/1010) steel tube  
adjustableslide rails.

Weighted Bases 23” x 23” Cast 35 Gray Iron

Self-Closing Gate
1.625” x .065” steel tube (ASTM C1008/1010),  
16 gauge steel plate (ASTM A1008 CS Type B)

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.29, 
CAL-OSHA §3212, CAL-OSHA §3209, ANSI/ASSE 
A1264.1-2007, ANSI/ASSE A14.3-2008 
section 5.3.4.3 and US Army Corps of Engineer  
Requirement EM 385-1-1.
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SKYLIGHT
SCREEN

FALL PROTECTION SCREENS

The Domed Skylight Fall Protection Screen 
provides permanent fall protection at skylights 
and will not penetrate the roof membrane. The 
“Zero Penetration” attachment will not damage 
roof flashings, prevents moisture from entering 
the building and will not void the roof warranty. 
Galvanized screens install quickly and easily to 
ensure long-term performance, safety  
and compliance.

Key Features

•  Fits virtually any acrylic dome skylight

• Quick & Easy Install

•  Zero Penetration attachment

• Galvanized finish

• Permanent protection

Dimensions

8'W x unlimited lengths; custom lengths &  
widths available

Weight 1.5 LB/Sq. ft

Materials

Screen 3" x 4" welded wire mesh, 0.195"
Extrusion Outdoor PVC, extruded

Retaining Clips Stainless Steel

Compliance
Meets and exceeds OHSA standard CFR 29 1910.29, 
1910.501, CAL-OSHA §1632, CAL-OSHA §3212,  
ANSI/ASSE A1264.1-2007.

SKYLIGHT SAFETY.
ATTRACTIVE PROTECTION
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION PERMANENT FALL PROTECTION

Packing up to 100 million volts of electricity, a 
bolt of lightning has the power to explode walls 
of brick and concrete, rip through roofs and 
ignite deadly fires. Most tragically, lightning kills. 
The Lightning Rail™ reduces all of these risks by  
providing a continuous lighting protection  
system at the perimeter of your building  
including passive fall protection per OSHA and 
Building Code requirements. This one of a kind 
UL Certified system helps to ensure you are 
protecting one of your organization’s  
largest investments.

Key Features

•  Can be used with Leading Edge permanent  
guardrail systems

•  Can be left in place during complete roof  
replacement, eliminating cost of recertification

•  Eliminates the need for spires

•  Integrated system is cost effective

Dimensions Weight

Caps 5.75" x 1.75" ID 0.75 LBS

End Connectors 4.75" x 1.70" ID 0.825 LBS

Corner Connectors 4.75" x 1.10" ID 0.463 LBS

Horizontal Rails 8' o.c. and field cut to length 1.04 LBS / Lineal ft

Materials

Caps Cast 356.1 Aluminum

Horizontal Rails Cast 356.1 Aluminum

Hardware Cast 356.1 Aluminum
Horizontal Rails 1.66" x 0.191" schedue 80  

aluminum

Compliance
UL Listed (UL96, UL96A & Eligible  
for UL Master Label)

YEAR ROUND  
SAFETY.
CONTINUOUS UL  
PROTECTION

LIGHTNING 
RAIL

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
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COLLAPSIBLE 
GUARDRAIL

TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

The patent pending collapsible guardrail is a fast and economical guardrail. Similar to the ballasted guardrail,  
weighted bases prevent tipping. The guardrail can be laid down when not in use for situations when a guardrail  
needs to be hidden from view.

HIDDEN 
TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION

Out of sight after roofwoork.

Panels lift and fold down.

Key Features

•  Weighted bases prevent tipping

• Easy to install and use

•  No penetrations or fasteners required

•  Toe board brackets on all four corners

•  100% protection during deployment

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]

Dimensions

Panels 42” x 1.625” x 0.065”

Bases 23” x 23”

Adapter 1/4” steel plate

Horzontal Rails 1.625” x 0.625”

Patent

Sizes

Panels 8 foot
6 foot
5 foot
4 foot

Weight
Base –   100 LBS

Rail locks automatically 
into place during  
deployment:
no need for tools  
or pins
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION CUSTOM SERVICES

DESIGN 
SERVICES

CUSTOM 3D MODELING
From full-scale models to on-site mock ups, we have the  
skills and expertise needed to help you handle your 3D  
printing needs.

Whether you need 3D modeling services to create custom  
fall protection items like guardrails or to make equipment  
modifications, we can help. Leading Edge Safety has the  
engineering know-how and industry experience needed to 
bring your vision to life. The great thing about 3D engineering 
is the fact that we can replicate whatever job site or  
equipment modification you have in mind. You dream it,  
we will reproduce it in brilliant 3D modeling. 
 
SCALED PROTOTYPING
Do you need to examine a few components of your next big 
project? Or, perhaps you would like to analyze one aspect of 
it? No matter what your prototyping needs are, Leading Edge 
Safety has the ability to help provide scaled models of your 
next build. Allow the professionals at Leading Edge Safety to 
be of assistance.

Using 3D printing to produce a scaled replica of your next big 
construction or engineering project allows you to get a realis-
tic idea of what you can expect, before you begin. As a result, 
you can expect smoother builds and a better overall finished 
product. 

FULL-SCALE PROTOTYPING
In addition to providing scaled prototyping, we offer full-scale 
prototyping that gives you a comprehensive look at your  
next project.

Full-scale prototyping is an easy way for you to get a complete 
look at your project before you even break ground. Using 3D 
printing technology, we help provide a comprehensive picture 
of your next project with the creation of realistic site mockups. 
Viewing all the angles allows you to get prepared beforehand, 
so your build can be executed as smoothly as possible. When 
it comes to full-scale prototyping, nobody does it better than 
Leading Edge Safety. With a large knowledge base and a wide 
scope of experience allows us to give you the service your 
project demands and deserves. 

METAL FABRICATION
From specialized material carts to custom construction  
equipment additions, use our metal fabrication services to  
get your next project to the next level.

The full-service metal fabrication shop at Leading Edge Safety 
is prepared to handle your most demanding projects. Using 
the latest industry technology and a team of skilled  
professionals, you can always count on us to satisfy your  
metal fabrication needs. Metal fabrication is not a weekend 
DIY project. It requires the expertise of skilled professionals 
with years of experience. And that is exactly what you will  
find when you partner with Leading Edge Safety.

COMPLETE BUILD DESIGN
Whether you have a minor engineering project  
or a full-scale construction project, our experts  
can help you provide everything from on-site  
project evaluation to comprehensive  
budget estimates.

The professionals at Leading Edge Safety will take  
your next project from start to finish, providing  
the services you require to get the results you  
need. We know you are busy being builders,  
engineers, and architects, so you can leave the  
not-so-fun details to our team. Want to learn  
how we can help?

Below is a comprehensive list of our services:

•     On-site Evaluation
•     Budget Numbers
•      Layout for your project, utilizing  

cutting-edge products and custom design  
solutions that fit specific applications

•     Engineering service
•     Fabrication
•      On-site training for the installation of  

special products or equipment modifications 

STAMPED ENGINEERING
Do you need a construction equipment modification  
or custom-tailored guardrail created for your next  
project? If so, we can help. Once we have outlined  
your equipment objectives, we will handle the  
third-party facilitation of PE stamping.

Whether you need custom fall protection service  
or would like to make equipment modifications to  
enhance your day-to-day job site productivity,  
Leading Edge Safety is your solution. Our no fail  
two-step process is simple and effective, always 
getting you the results you need, when you need  
them most.

The way our stamped engineering service works  
is easy. Simply work with one of our in-house  
engineers to create a design that is suited for  
your project. After you have reviewed and  
approved the design, we will facilitate third-party  
evaluation and PE stamping for all engineering  
products shipped and used in the United States  
and Canada.

Key Features

•  Weighted bases prevent tipping

• Easy to install and use

•  No penetrations or fasteners required

•  Toe board brackets on all four corners

•  100% protection during deployment

•  Compliance comes standard:  
OSHA 1926.502[b]
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NORTH
AMERICA

DISTRIBUTORS

With wide distribution across the United States, our products are  
conveniently located near you. We work hard with our distrubutors to  
deliver a quality product to your jobsite in a timely manner.

Mobile Fall Protection,  
Temporary Fall Protection & Roofing Equipment

Please contact Leading Edge Safety 
directly for a custom quote on  
permanent guardrail.

Permanent Fall Protection
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TEMPORARY FALL PROTECTION ABOUT US

ABOUT
US

Located just north of the river in the heart of Kansas City, we build and manufacture high quality fall protection 
equipment for contractors. Home of the Raptor TriRex™, our team is well known throughout North America for  
delivering a consistently well built product that has been proven to save lives. In addition to the Raptor™ family,  
we manufacture safety rails for commercial roofing application. Time tested and 100% compliant, our products  
are leading the fall protection industry.

Industry Experts
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Leading Edge Safety
1345 Taney St
North Kansas City, MO 64116

sales@leadingedgesafety.net
marketing@leadingedgesafety.net

http://www.leadingedgesafety.net
@leading_edge_us

linkedin.com/company/leading-edge-safety-inc

@L.E.Safety

bit.ly/2FJ6Qq4

@leadingedgesaftety
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NOTES
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WE TAKE THE FIRST STEP SO  
YOU DON'T TAKE YOUR LAST




